
Kenya Urgently Needs a Plan B - the Shock n Awe 

Kenya is in a major political crisis. Majority of Electoral Commissioners have said the 

election was massively rigged.


4 out of 7 IEBC commissioners have said that the chairman ordered printing of two sets 

of forms 34A - primary presidential election results transmission form that is filled out at 

polling stations.


Different IEBC commissioners have forms 34A from same polling stations, but with 

different presidential results.


IEBC servers are populated with results that have been routed via servers in private 

homes and offices, that are different from what was declared at the polling stations.


IEBC servers started being hacked months before the election.


There is disagreement within IEBC about how many people voted...


In other words, the election was a sham.


The problem is that, it was a well-choreographed rigging plot, involving major players 

from outside Africa, to "legally" defeat the will of the people of Kenya, and install a puppet 

regime, that would make Kenya a Client State of powerful non-African actors.




Under these very dangerous circumstances, how should Government of Kenya (GoK) 

proceed?


Earlier this year, Canadian govt invoked the Emergencies Act, that gave it powers to, 

among other things, prohibit public assembly, travel and the use of specific property.


According to Canadian Law, for the Emergencies Act to be invoked, "the situation must 

be considered a threat to the security of Canada, as defined by the Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service Act. This law outlines four possible scenarios: 


1. Espionage or sabotage;


2. Foreign-influenced activities;


3. Threats or use of acts of serious violence for political, religious or ideological 

objectives;


4. Covert, unlawful acts intended to undermine or overthrow the constitutionally 

established government."


Although the above law is specific to Canada, Kenya is currently suffering from all 4 

threats.




Covert, unlawful acts intended to undermine or 

overthrow the constitutionally established government 

IEBC servers were deliberately left with backdoors by a foreign company contracted by 

IEBC chairman to handle sensitive voters data, and manage the whole election.


Evidence has shown that IEBC servers were accessed by unauthorised personnel, from 

Kenya and abroad for months, before the election, during the election, and after election.


There have been other detailed rigging schemes, that I won't go into now, since the 

matter is already in the Supreme Court.


One thing is clear: Votes were stolen by, and for one political side, from presidential 

contest down to MCA.


Espionage or sabotage 

Kenya has suffered - and continues to suffer, from sustained espionage and sabotage 

perpetrated by powerful non-African actors.


Consequently, there is an underground parallel govt, that controls various cartels, that 

make it impossible to eradicate corruption.




Due to these criminal cartels, the gap between the rich and poor in the country has 

reached very dangerous levels - a ticking time bomb.


These same cartels have ganged up, to incite the poor against prominent hardworking 

businessmen, something that could easily degenerate into criminal vigilanteism against 

targeted honest businessmen and their families.


It would be called a "class war", but it would be shadowy businessmen recruiting poor 

youth into armed gangs, who they would use to kill their business rivals.


Threats or use of acts of serious violence for political, 

religious or ideological objectives 

Most Kenyans are Christians.


Not too long ago, it used to be that, if someone was a crook, and one day went to church, 

and wanted to address the congregation, he would be given the opportunity to do, on 

condition that he publicly repented his sins.


The crook would be given the opportunity to address the congregation, where he would 

repent his sins, and pray for forgiveness.


Nowadays, a crook goes to church, gives hefty donation, and is then allowed to address 

the congregation, where he would not so discreetly, extol the "virtues of corruption".




It is not uncommon to see a well known thief of public funds saying in church that, other 

(honest) politicians are mean, that is why they are jealous of him for donating a lot to 

churches (from stolen public funds).


If this happens only rarely, it might not be a big problem.


But it happens every weekend, 52 weeks a year, in various churches around the country.


Crooks have realised that the best campaign platforms are the churches.


They have consequently invaded churches around the country, and corrupted a lot of the 

clergy.


Criminal cartels are on the verge of totally controlling almost all churches in the country.


In a country where majority are Christians, is this not an attack on the state?


Foreign-influenced activities 

The 3 threats to Kenya above would not have gone out of control, if it were not for 

foreign-funded activists.


Some activists do noble work. Some NGOs do a lot of good.




But there are some very dangerous NGOs/activists, who have sabotaged any plot by the 

govt to deal with threats to state security - usually by going to court, filing case after case, 

to frustrate all govt efforts to stabilise the country.


Some of these very dangerous NGOs/activists use corrupt judges to protect interests of 

criminal cartels operating in the country.




Plan B 

In 2021 Malaysia declared a state of emergency, allegedly to curb the spread of 

COVID-19, but mostly in response to an ongoing political crisis.


As recent as 2014 there was a coup d'état in Thailand.


But the best method to deal with threats to Kenya stability is closer to that of Canada.


Declare 6 months State of Emergency. Nullify the election. Declare that new elections 

would be held 12 months from now, under a reconstituted electoral commission.


To The International Community: Explain how the general election was 

deliberately bungled, via infiltration of IEBC by local and international criminals.


Explain how this is not something that can be solved any other way, other than declaring 

those elections null and void, since people elected through fraud will not be loyal to the 

electorate.


(NOTE: Newly elected MPs have said that their no. 1 priority when Parliament is opened is 

to give themselves hefty sitting allowances - yet economy is bad, not only in Kenya, but 

globally).




Urgent Presidential Decrees 

- Declare Corruption, Robbery with Violence and Murder as non-bailable offences.


The morning after declaration of this decree, people who use public transport will watch 

in amusement as no traffic cop asks for a bribe from their matatu/bus crew.


- Declare that any govt officer, who is worth more than Sh 100 million, must resign 

immediately, unless he was already a millionaire when he was hired, or his monthly salary 

is more than Sh500K.


Else, govt will investigate him/her, and if found he cannot clearly explain source of his 

wealth, it will be confiscated by the state.


NB: If a govt official has a "side hustle" that has consistently earned him 10*his salary for 

5+ years, then, he must resign, and concentrate on that "side hustle", to create 

employment. Unless the so-called "side hustle" is meant to fool investigators.


- Declare it an offence, punishable by a jail term, for any pastor to knowingly accept a 

donation from a person who has ever been found guilty of corruption in court, unless that 

person first publicly repents his sins in the church.




Other Urgent Actions 

- Create an advisory panel of 47 men & 47 women (1 man/woman per county) - 

volunteering for love of their country, only paid travel/food/accomodation allowances.


- First 3 months strike deadly blow to parallel govt & their cartels. Finish them completely.


They will have nowhere to seek protection, since they wouldn't be able to find help in 

court.


With Corruption Cartels vanquished, rescue Kenyans from high electricity bills.


Electricity consumers paying 40% of what they were paying before State of Emergency, 

will know it was the solution they were waiting for.


- Totally clean up Judiciary.


- Advisory Panel to help create Constituent Assembly to amend constitution, to among 

other things, make it impossible for crooks to join politics.


- Since there would be no parliament, use money that would have been spent on them to 

subsidise unga 2kg pack to sell at sh40, for next 12 months.


MPs who were elected fairly will still be elected after 12 months.




Furthermore, with Integrity Rule being enforced to the letter, locking all thieves and crooks 

out of politics for life, one won't need to be rich to win a political seat.


Cost vs Benefit 

There will be calls by powerful foreign entities, to at least from a "government of national 

unity" à la 2008.


But, 2022 election is very different from 2007.


(i) In 2007, no one claimed there was a foreign involvement in any alleged rigging, unlike in 

2022.


(ii) In 2008, violence was essentially tribal wars. Which tribes will fight in 2022?


And, if no tribes will fight in 2022, even if Plan B is implemented, then where will violence 

come from?


Yes, most people in North Rift will initially be very unhappy.


However, at various times in Kenya history, Nyanza people have been very unhappy 

regarding certain political developments.


Also, at various times in Kenya history, Mt Kenya people have been very unhappy 

regarding certain political developments.




Plan B would only be implemented to make Kenya a more stable, prosperous nation. And 

this is good for every citizen.


Despite Canada, Ukraine, Malaysia, Thailand...all implementing Plan Bs to deal with 

issues they believed couldn't be dealt with using normal legal procedures, their 

economies were not destroyed.


However, the world is the way it is.


Worst case scenario: Kenya could be heavily sanctioned by the West.


Would Plan B be worth the risk?


YES. 100%.


Even if the economy was sabotaged, such that $1 was exchanging at sh 1,000, but with 

the parallel govt and criminal cartels vanquished, and all thieves and crooks barred from 

politics, the average Kenyan would soon be living a better life than they do now.


And these problems will only be very temporary - lasting 12 months, at most (search 

online about which countries are KE top trading partners).


Once all saboteurs inside govt are identified and kicked out, Kenya will rise - sanctions or 

no sanctions.




Believe it or not: A labourer earning sh20K per month now, while an MCA earns sh300K & 

MP earns sh1million, would be more satisfied with his salary, if an MCA earns sh80K, and 

an MP earns sh200K.


With the parallel govt and criminal cartels destroyed, the govt has many ways to cut 

expenditure e.g. President can issue decree that the highest govt officer cannot earn 

more than sh300K, for next 6 months, while those earning less than sh100K will still 

continue earning same salaries.


This cannot be done currently, since there are some foreign-funded NGOs/activists who 

would go to court to challenge the order (as directed by their foreign masters, and some 

"activist" judge would rule in their favour). 


If regardless of GoK's good intentions of implementing Plan B, the West still turns away 

from Kenya, as long as the country will be more stable - politically & economically - than it 

has ever been, it will be welcomed by the countries currently forming an alternative 

currency system.


Therefore, by implementing Plan B, there is no way Kenyans will emerge worse than they 

are now.




Shock and Awe 

Once the President and close political allies agree about Plan B, and relevant security 

agencies are all on board, the announcement should come as a surprise to the public.


It should be done suddenly. Unexpectedly.


Because if other side - the crooks - get wind of it, they will also attempt to execute their 

Plan B, to thwart Patriots' Plan B.


That is why they must be caught off-guard.


God bless Kenya.


Harun Kimani
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